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Stage 1. The Cantina. 10 rifle. 20 pistol. 6 shotgun. 3 S/P/M. 

 G/O/S/C. S/L/G/S. Start at shooting position of your choice. Begin by saying: “Fortify my Pepsi” At the 

signal, if with rifle and 10 rounds, engage the bell until it has been hit at least 6 times, THEN engage the 

DP with any remaining rounds. If with pistol and 10 rounds, engage the dueling tree until all plates have 

gone around, THEN engage the DP with any remaining rounds.  If with pistol and 10 rounds, engage the 

Texas Star until all 5 plates are off, THEN engage the DP with any remaining rounds. If with shotgun 

engage the 6 lollipops. Misses are only counted for plates left standing or misses on the DP. Misses on 

the bell are not counted as misses. Hits on the bell are a 2 second bonus per hit, maximum 6 bonuses. 

 

Stage 2. The Hotel 6 rifle. 25 pistol.  3 S/P/M. 

 G/O/S/C. S/L/G/S. Start at Shooting position of your choice. Begin by saying: “I need a room” At the 

signal, with rifle and 6 rounds, engage the far square twice and the rectangles once each. If with pistol 

and 15 rounds, engage the hostage takers twice each and the hostages 3 times each. I with pistol and 10 

rounds, engage the plate rack until all plates are off, THEN engage the DP with any remaining rounds. If 

with shotgun, engage the 6 lollipops. 

  

Stage 3. The Wagon. 30 pistol. 6 shotgun. 1 S/P/M 

                 

 G/O/S/C. S/L/G/S. Start at Shooting position of your choice. Begin by saying: “Evil Sutter” At the signal, 

if with pistol and 10 rounds, engage the Texas Star until all 5 plates are off, THEN engage the DP with 

any remaining rounds. With Pistol and 10 rounds, engage one plate rack until all 6 plates are down, 

THEN engage the DP with any remaining rounds. With pistol and 10 rounds, repeat instructions on the 

other rack. If with shotgun, engage the 6 lollipops. Misses are counted for plates left standing or misses 

on the DP. 

 

Stage 4 The Plainfield Station. 10 rifle. 20 pistol, 6 shotgun. 3 S/P/M 

 

S/L/G/S. Start at shooting position 1, with rifle or shotgun in hands. Begin by saying: “Plainfield Station, 

time for food and a rest” At the signal, if with rifle and 10 rounds engage the 4 buffalos and 4 cowboys 

at least once each, (10 on 8). From position 1 if with the shotgun, engage the 6 lollipops. Stage long guns 

vertical or with muzzles pointe to the left berm. Move to position 2 and with pistol and 5 rounds, engage 

the 4 buffalos at least once, (5 on 4). From position 2 with pistol and 5 rounds, engage the 4 cowboys at 

least once each, (5 on 4). Move to position 3 and with pistol and 10 rounds, engage the 6 K/D targets 

until all are down, THEN engage the DP with any remaining rounds.  

 

Stage 5. El Mirador de Sutter. 5 rifle. 20 pistol. 6 shotgun. 1 S/P/M 

 

G/O/S/C. S/L/G/S. Start at default. Begin by saying: “Love the view” At the signal, if with rifle and 5 

rounds, engage the far cowboy 5 times. If with pistol and 20 rounds, engage the 4 rectangles in a 

continuous double tap Nevada sweep. If with shotgun, engage the 6 lollipops. 
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                Stage 6. Optional. Muchos Federales. Give or take 69 targets. Engage as follows: The entire 

bay is one shooting position. Stationary targets must be hit at least once. Knock down targets must go 

down to count. Cowboy fallers and clay birds can only be engaged with the shotgun. Missed clay birds 

may be made up by engaging the MUT as necessary. You may use two WB legal rifles and two WB legal 

shotguns. Rifles may only be loaded up to 10 rounds. Pistol magazines may be loaded up to 7 rounds. 

 

For the main match, sweeps may start on either end, Nevada sweeps may start on any target. If target 

order is not specified, you may start on any target. 

G/O/S/C=Gun order is shooter’s choice. 

S/L/G/S=Stage long guns safely. 

#/S/P/M=Number of shooting positions required. 

DP=Dump Plate. 

SG=Shotgun target. 

SGF=Flyer target. 

MUT=Make up target. 

TSR=Tombstone rack. 

SP=Shooting position. 

DT=Dueling tree. 

  

 

 

 


